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By now, it is likely that everyone kno�s about the Bo�er/Chorley hoax adtission. When the story first broke, it was 
carried extensively by the tedia, and it seeaed that cerealogy �as dooted. TV and newspapers here in Canada boldly proclaited 
that 'all' the circles in England �ere explained as the work of BC. Suddenly, all aedia interest in any fortean phenoaena was 
extinguished; for the aost part, this condition still persists today. 

Of course, things are not as cut-and-dry as they tight seet. As an objectivist, I was ittediately suspicious of the BC 
claias. 'Skeptics• such as CSICOP aeabers were delighted at the adaissions and didn't bother to consider any probleas with the 
explanation. But it should have been intuitive that there �as soaething wrong with the claias. A •coaplete• explanation is 
usually never encountered in science, and there are always loopholes or flaws in the design of •ittutable' laws. 

The first problet with the BC story is that the two aen could not have tade !l! of the British circles and agriglyphs. 
In addition, there would be no way for the• to have aade the circles in other parts of the world. This problea with the claia 
is easily circuavented by noting that BC are only two of the arty of hoaxers who tight have been at work. This tight also 
explain why characteristics of circles vary soaewhat between sites. 

The next,question to be addressed is whether or not BC really aade the circles at all. T�is problet is not trivial, and 
it seets that it has not been fully resolved. When the tedia first covered the story, BC had been filaed before, during and 
after the creation of an agriglyph. Terence "eaden, Colin Andre�s and Pat Delgado were each sho�n to take pronouncetents of 
authenticity at sate circle sites, though later explained that they had been pressured for a quick response by the aedia at the 
lite. But nearly everyone who vie�ed the single agriglyph aade by BC in front of the caaeras agreed that the site �as sloppy 

.and •suspicious•. 
Although the nuabers of circles claited aade by BC started out at 1000 or tore, the figure has been pared down to a tore 

reasonable 100 or 200. Even this figure seeas a bit high, but tight be possible, if we allow BC to have a lot of energy and 
several years to work on their technique. On (the National Geographic's) Explorer TV show in Noveaber, other hoaxers were shown 
to take considerable planning in order to produce a cotplex in coaplete darkness before the cateras (not done by BC). Even so, 
they were seen by a chance witness, and when a cerealogist was called in for his opinion, it was dubbed a hoax without tuch 
delay. 

The source of the story is a bit of a problea as well. The tabloid which initially broke the hoax story had earlier ran 
a story that suggested ancient Suaerians were coatunicating with huaans through the circles. Investigation by cerealogists 
found that the story had been generated through a •public relations• fira called Maiden Bridge Fart. "BF was operated by a 
husband and wife who had an unlisted telephone nutber (a bit odd for a PR fira) and which was disconnected shortly after they 
were located by the cerealogists. It see•� that "BF paid soae toney to BC to coae forward with their claits, contacted the 
tabloid to get a reporter's interest, then backed out of the picture. This i11ediately aroused the interest of conspiracy 
theorists, who suggested that the MoD or a subversive group had deliberately set cerealogists up for a fall. Although a 
plausible scenario, there is of course no hard evidence for the theory. 

The tost frustrating thing about the whole affair is that it should be very easy to settle the argu1ents about BC's 
involveaent. It would appear to be a sitple task: get BC to give accurate descriptions of all the sites for which they were 
responsible, including dates, locations, type of crop, etc. As far as I have been able to detertine through reading the latest 
cerealogy journals and letters fro• 1y British colleagues, this has not been done. The closest that has been accotplished is a 
series of verbal, heated debates between BC and agitated cerealogists in the tedia. 

However, the daaage has been done. Cerealogists have been •burned• by soae hoaxers, and the aedia have been warned away 
frot the phenotenon. But what will the future bring? 

In tid-suaaer of 1991, Gordon Kijek and the Alberta UFO Study Group (�UFOS6) were prepared for an upcoting season of UFO 
investigations. Earlier in the year, Gord had asked ae to assist in the foraation of the group, and I had sent hit sote 
inforaation about ufology groups and their operatiah. In August, 6ord called ae to tell te that a circle foraation had been 
discovered near lethbridge. He was unsure of how to investigate the site, but I gave a few of ay ideas and wished hit luck. 
Gord has seeted to be an able researcher, and I was confident that he would have the tatter under control. Soon, he called ae 
about his findings and the news that other sites had been found. The deluge had started. 

less than ten sites Nere reported in Alberta. One was a retarkable agriglyph (the first of such in North Aterica) which 
received considerable tedia attention. Others were single circles, quadruplets, and triplets. One site near Okotoks was judged 
ittediately suspicious by �UFOSG because it appeared that the centers of the circles had been disturbed; a speculated aethod of 
producing fake circles involves using a stake at the center of an inscribed circle using a chain to aark the circutference. 



It is interesting to note that in 1990, there were circles reported throughout Western Canada, except in Alberta. But 
in 1991, the only province with circles was Alberta. None of the Canadian circles during the previous years had any associated 
effects, though in 1991, the Alberta circles were said to cause headaches, equipaent talfunctions and give rise too 'eerie' 
sensations and noises. These effects parallel those reported in England by sate cerealogists, and it was curious that they 
would be found one year and not the next. �ore curious was the fact that Gord Kijek is prone to tigraines, and he experienced 
no problets when inside the circles. He also called ae on his cellular phone fro• inside a circle, with no aalfunctioning! 

Do such effects really occur? Michael Strainic, reporting on the investigations of Chad Deetken on his trip to Alberta, 
wrote an excellent article for the �UFON Journal which detailed Deetken's findings. Deetken has a different research 
perspective than that of AUFOSG, including his investigation style. For exaaple, in 1990, Deetken visited sate circle sites in 
Saskatchewan; during his tiae there, he decided to caap overnight in a circle. In the aiddle of the night, Oeetken reported a 
•feeling of terror• which overcaae hit, and he bolted fro• the site. He had earlier dacuaented how the ·area was peraeated with 
sate sort of •energy•. Not surprisingly, when he decided to sleep overnight in one of the 1991 Alberta circles, he experienced 
•tension• and 'dizziness• during the night, as did his coapanians. 

Although suggesting that 'paranoraal effects• were associated with the Alberta circles, Strainic also noted that such 
effects were not often found. Indeed, coapass needles were said to operate noraally, as did recording equipaent and caaeras 
taken to sites. Strainic noted that anecdotal reports of aniaal effects at circles were cotton, according to Deetken. But this 
was not the case in Manitoba, and such reports were not tade to AUFOS6 in the Alberta cases. 

One interesting series of effects involved ticrowave ovens which were said to have aalfunctianed, including one which 
was said to have,turned itself an. AUFOS6 1e1bers as well as Deetken all checked into these reports, though there was 
adaittedly no canfiraing evidence of these events. 

· 

Sa, what happened in Alberta? There exist two disparate investigation records of the circle sites. AUFOSG found 
virtually no evidence of 'paranoraal effects•, physiological effects or equipaent 1alfunctians at sites, but Deetken did. It is 
likely that each investigator's inherent biases played significant roles in the interpretation of data. "ichael Str�inic's 
fascinating report is of great use to other researchers in the analyses of crop circle data, because it parallels the British 
experience. I n  this way, Ne can better understand the British situation, and hoN cerealogy 1ay be operating in that country. 

Radioactivity? 

Recently,. it has been clai1ed that several crop circles are radioactive. Specifically, it has been reported that soil 
sa1ples taken fro• two British circles and sate fro• recent A1erican sites have significantly-higher levels of radioactivity 
than control sa1ples fro• the saae areas. Further, this radioactivity has been traced to higher-than-naraal levels of activity 
caused by certain rare, radioactive ele1ents such as Europiua, Ytterbiua and Rhadiua. If true, than this certainly speaks for 
the creation of crop circles by aliens and utterly invalidates any other theory, including hoaxing. 

The claias are aade by "ichael Chorast and "arshall Dudley in a MUFON paper. Advance notice of their claias is already 
in circulation, and aany people are very excited about their findings. "ike sent 1e a copy of a draft and called ae to discuss 
the Nriteup, in case I had saae co11ents. As I read the paper, I had soae of •Y own reservations, but I decided to take the 
paper to show two friends who are physicists at the University of "anitoba. They were less than iapressed, to say the least. 
However, I persisted (read: I annoyed thea) until they described exactly what they were doubtful about. 

My own reservations concerned the sa1pling techniques and the saall aaount of data upon which to base a claia. Also, 
was worried that there had not been any testable theory posed in advance of finding the data. The "anitoba physicists found 
tore problets in the physical attributes. Very rare radioactive eleaents had been discovered through a coaparison of peaks an a 
readaut of an energy spectru1 produced by an analysis of the sail saaples. Such peaks were not present in the control sa1ple 
readouts. Because of the difficulty in producing these artificial eleaents, Chorost and Dudley devote auch of their paper to 
ways in which deuteron (an energetic particle) bo1bardaent of the soil could create the rare eleaents. I n  the end, they 
concluded that this deuteron boabard1ent was responsible for the presence of the radioactivity, and that such a beat aay have 
also have been related to the foraation of the circles thetselves, though how and why is unknown. They actual� don't say that 
a UFO was responsible, although this could be read into their report. 

However, the finding of these ele1ents is not only strange, it is downright itpassible (uh-ah, I'• sounding like Donald 
"enzel). The reason is that if a deuteron botbardtent did occur, then aany other eletents would have been found as well. For 
exa1ple, even weak activation of soil by deuterons (or protons, for that latter) will create Cobalt-56 aut of Iron-56. Since 
there is a lot 1ore Iron in soil than Ytterbiut, the radioactive Cobalt would be definitely found. Since it wasn't, deuteron 
baabard1ent probably did not occur. An analogy is this: suppose you went into a so1eone's roa1 and found a few gold-coloured 
coins on the floor. You �ould see the• as evidence that the roa1's occupant was a bank robber, because of the 'loot• scattered 
about. But if this were true, where would all the other types of 1oney be, like dollar bills and bonds? And what if the coins 
turned out to be wrapped chocolate? 

Dudley and Chorost do caution that 1ore intensive research and aore thorough surveys of fields are required for 
ca1parative data. It aay be that the distribution of ele1ents in the soil just happens to be high in that particular area. 
Another source of passible error is in the interpretation of the energy peaks and the checking of an energy table. In fact, 
using the standard energy table, we found several other eleaents that should have been created in the deuteron bo1bard1ent, but 



were not 1entioned. 
Greg Kennedy, a circle researcher fro• Quebec, found the.clail& of radionuclides in crop circle sa1ples to be 

unsupported by the data. If radiation was found, he noted, it cert�inly did not coae fro• the •deuteron beaa• suggested by the 
A1erican cerealogists. It's possible that sole sort of exotic co1bination of ele1ents were so1ehoN in the soil sa1ples, but it 
was just as possible that the sa1ples were conta1inated in so1e way. Greg tested sa1ples of the Alberta circles given to hi• by 
"ike Strainic fro• Chad Deetken. No ano1alies were found. He also has been looking at saaples fro• other Alberta circles which 
originated fro• Gord Kijek. Now, if there are no radionuclides in the Alberta saaples, it does not necess�rily negate the 
A1erican results (of the British cases). It could 1ean: al the Alberta circles are fakes; bl the British circles were hoaxes; 
c) a different •bea•• created the Alberta circles; dl the testing NJ� inconsistent; or el so1ebody screNed up. But who? I 
think the only way to resolve this is to get several independent labs (and I wouldn't hesitate to get Phil Klass involved herel 
to test the sa1e sa1ples for coaparative analyses. Along with this would be a standardization of experi1ental cerealogy. And 
there are a nu1ber of procedures that would probably satisfy 1ost skeptics. 

What I suggested to "ike Mas the following experi•ent. First, postulate that a deuteron (or proton! boabard1ent will 
cause so1e observed effects. Take sa1ples fro• inside and outside a circle site. Test the• on the sa1e instruaent. Record 
your results. Next, send the sa1e sa1ples to a different lab without passing on your data or findings. While the second lab is 
analyzing the saaples, recalibrate your instruaent. Obtain a new set of saaples, with a different control saaple, and analyze 
this new set using the sa1e procedure. Have the other lab repeat its steps and test the new set of sa1ples. Then, you'll have 
four sets of data for coaparison. Look specifically for certain eleaents. Cobalt-56 is a standard test ele1ent. Check for 
Iron, "agnesiu1, Sodiu1, then Lead, Strontiu1, etc. If there are significant differences found (and I would use an alpha of 
about 0.051, the� you have so1ething that you can point to and say: 

.iThis needs further exa1inati6n!• 
Sure, it's a long procedure, but re1e1ber, what you're trying to do is prove an extern�l 1echanis1 for the creation of 

crop circles, which are already widely assu1ed to be caused by hoaxers. The skeptics have already launched their argu1ents 
·
against the reality of the crop circle pheno1enon; Dennis Stacy sent 1e a preprint of an article in the Skeptical In�uirer on 
this topic. 

' 

Another reason why so 1uch care needs to be taken is that in all the history of U6"s (unidentified ground •arkings), 
•saucer nests• and 'UFO landing si�es•, a very, very s1all nu1ber had any associated radioactivity. Cerealogists often argue 

that crop circles are different fro• other U6"s, but it should be obvious that they are really quite si1ilar. Crop circles are 
kinds of UG"s, and the link with UFOs definitely exists. Bower and Chorley clai1 they even got the idea for their artistic 
endeavours fro• the Tully •saucer nests• of the 1960's. It Mould be rather odd for UG"s to suddenly be laced with 
radioactivity; it is aore likely that cerealogists are frenetically searching for evidence to show that crop circles are unlike 
other UG"s, and believe that they have found the radiation as their proof. 

Now, 1uch to ay wife's consternation, I do have so1e radioactive soil safely stored in a ce1ent container in ay house. 
It caae fro• the "ichalak site, fro• the •saucer nest• found near Falcon Lake in 1967. The area was so radioactive that the 
Governaent closed the area for health concerns at the tile. Nuclear waste du1ps were checked, and "ichalak went to a nuclear 
research establish•ent for testing. For 1any years, it was widely assu1ed that the radiation was either due to a clever 
•seeding• of the area with radiu1 particles by a hoaxer, or Mas actually caused by a spacecraft with a leaky reactor. However, 
recent tests sponsored by UFORO" gave another interpretation: that the radiation ca1e fro• natural uraniu1 ore, and the odd 
peaks found in the energy spectru1 ca1e fro1 byproducts of radon, a gas. 

But, of course, things are not quite that si1ple. This latest interpretation requires that researchers at a aajor 
govern1ent nuclear research establish1ent failed to recognise the peaks as being due to natural uraniu1 and radon. While this 
is possible, one can wonder what other 1istakes light have occurred, and what were their consequences? 

Circle Roundup: After Granua, Alberta, near the beginning of Septeaber, there were no aore Canadian U6"s reported. In the 
United States, there were cases reported in North Dakota, New York, Kansas, and the noted case near Argonne. However, 
suaaertiae down under has produced a new crop of circles and UFO reports in Australia. Reports of •over too• c·ircles on the 
island continent are aaking headlines as I write these notes. Here in North Aterica, we wait for springtiae to see what aight 
occur. 

from the Mailbag: laurence Sotoloff, who• some have likened to an alien, sends me obscure articles he co1es across during his 
literary endeavours. His latest came fro• Parjs Match for 12 Decembre 1991, with the accompanYing note: 'Chris- This article 
is about french scientist Jean-Pierre Petit, 11ho IJaintains that start ling scientific discoYeries ha'le been revealed to hill bY 
aliens fro• the Planet UlflfO, located about 15 liuhf-years fro• Earth. His boor on the subject, lO.!JVJrr into the_AllC11LfhU£e 
A/readY AIOOU Us, has beco1e a best-seller in France. Of course, these are people 11ho lire Jerry Le11is. ' Thants for the 
article, larry! 
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It would be difficult to list every 1issive I have received over the past 6 1onths, and downright dangerous. More than 
a few people have pored through previous LoCs and WAHFs in previous issues and co1plained that I 1issed their na1es. If it 
happens, it's an accident, really! However, let 1e throw caution to the wind and co11ent on a few letters. 

Len Stringfield sent 1e his latest §tatu§_B�port V I  (thanx, Len!l; it is a very readable survey of current crash
retrieval stories, ranging fro• Roswell to Carp to Christian Page's •alien• photo fro• Montreal. Christian, by the way, is 
rapidly eterging as one on Canada's finest ufologlsts, with the added ditension of contributing UFO info. fro• French Canada 
which was generally inaccessible until recently. Mike Strainic and Lorne 6oldfader in BC have been contributing cases and other 
info to 1y Canadian UFO Survey. Mike's article in MUFON about Chad Deetken's circle expeditions has already been co11ented upon. 

John Schuessler has sent 1e his �FO_Po!�ourrj; Bonnie Wheeler sent along her Catbri�g�[O Research�Newsletter (honestly, 
Bonnie, what is your xerox bill?l; Bob 6irard's Arctyrus_B9ok Serv!£g_Catalog is worth reading just for his annotations! 

A special thanks goes out to John Salter, who continues to docu1ent his fascinating experiences and keep his close 
friends abreast of the latest tTY 1akes you look thinner, John!). MUFON rep Eric Aggen publishes �FO Paradox occasionally, and 
it is usually chock full of interesting Lazar or alien tech stories. I a1 proud to say that I a1 a1ong the non-subscribers to 
�aucer Stear, published by Ja1es Moseley. Where��� can you read a running tirade between believers and skeptics, with barely 
a hint of sarcasa? Ji• is definitely worthy of his title, Supre.e Cot�ander! Stear is absolutely essential to any fortean's 
reading. , 

As for ce�ealogy, Paul Fuller's �rap Watcher and Pat Delgado's CPR Newsletter are the two'circlezines I receive 1ost 
regularly. Co1ing fro• two different •ca•ps•, they provide co1ple1entary (and often discordant) views on the British circle 
scene. I would like to note that Jenny Randles has resu1ed her exchange of Northern UFO News with S6J, which was interrupted by 
a span of 10 years. Ah, but that was back in the days of UFOSIS . • .  

As I a1 not a paying 1e1ber of MUFON, I only get its Journ� inter1ittently. However, Wait Andrus and Dennfs Stacy have 
both been corresponding with 1e and we have been sending things back and forth throughout the year. Dennis sent 1e a draft of 
an anti-cerealogy article fro• an upco1ing Skeptical Inquirer, and asked 1e for a few co11ents and a11unition for his response 
to CSICOP. Oddly, •Y package to hi1 was returned unopened. M IB? CIA? M-0-U-S-E • • •  

Eric Herr in San Diego is co1piling a list of physical trace cases that support his 1agnetic propulsion syste1 theory. 
John Musgrave has 1oved to BC, and has been so1ewhat quiet of late. (How's trix, John?) What can I say about Paul Cuttle, the 
intrepid fortean who keeps Canada Post in business? I wish I had the tite to track down all the 1aterial you find, Paul! 

As an experitent, I have been encouraged to offer the SGJ as a textfile in the UFO International echo, available on 
co1puter BBs's. If it doesn't work, I would like to thank the people who post 1e or net1ail 1e with info. Linda Bird in 
Arizona has been very helpful in providing info on U6"s do•n her way. And her pix of the •starthenon• are out of this world! 
Dark skies, Linda! Sheldon Wernikoff, a BBS regular, has thankfully snail1ailed 1e so1e stuff to save a lot of typing. His 
access and interest in circles is a significant contribution to the field. I 1ust thank Harsha 6odaveri who got 1e onto the 
BBs's in the first place, and who uploaded •Y disks until •Y feeble syste1 was up and running. The bad news is, Harsha, I've 
contracted three different viruses since being on the BBS's, and I'• going to give up until it gets a bit safer. I don't want 
to lose another hard drive! 

Michael Chorost has been keeping 1e abreast of his detailed work on circles, including his catalogues of cases and his 
articles in various journals. Si1ilarly, another "UFON contributor, Yince Migliore of California, has sent along his co11ents 
about the circle scene. I have had 1any letters fro• people along the lines of: •please send 1e everything you have about crop 
circles and/or UFOs•. Sorry, but I don't send 1ore than three filing cabinets at a tile through the •ail. 

It is fascinating to receive infor1ation fro• researchers with differing viewpoints; the •alien technologists•, the 
"Lear/Cooper• catp, the •nuts-and-bolts• theorists, the •plas1a vortex• theorists, the tystics, the contactees, the debunkers, 
etc. It has always been 1y philosophy and approach to the field that the only way to get an adequate understanding of the 
pheno1ena is to exa1ine all (both) sides of the argu1ents, no 1atter how esoteric or stoic. A pet peeve of 1ine is the 
preponderance of new •experts• who lack any kind of background in the genre. Circle researchers who have neve� studied other 
kinds of trace cases are one kind of irritant, as are ufologists who haven't done their ho1ework and haven't bothered reading 
any of the historical literature that would shed light on their • new• cases. Until Bower and Chorley 1entioned the Tully saucer 
nests, •any cerealogists had never heard of the case. Sitilarly, •plasta vortex experts• so1eti1es scratch their heads when 
told of Phil Klass' articles in AW�ST, or of Persinger's TST. Actually, I think one proble• is the overwhelting a1ount of 
infor1ation that has been published on the subject �uring the last forty or fifty years. Chester Cuthbert, tbl Canadian expert 
on the paranor1al, also has one of the largest collections of science fiction literature. He told 1e that when he began 
collecting SF, it was possible to get �verything published during the course of a year. Then, when SF actually beca1e popular 
and it went co11ercial, he couldn't keep up, so he had to specialize. One of his •specializations• back then was flying saucer 
literature, which sprang out of SF literature. But by the late 1950's, saucer literature was blosso1ing and it started to 
beco1e difficult to collect even this s1all field. The situation has progressed to the point where UFOlit is nearly i1possible 
to collect in its entirety. A single one of Bob Girard's catalogs now contains tore titles than were �ver published a 1ere 20 
years ago! ( In the �eventies!) Even with the help of co1pilers like George Eberhart, getting a co1plete overview of the .UFO or 
circle field is not easy, and it's not getting any better. Vanity presses continue to churn out accounts of contact with the 
space brothers; collecting only Billy Meier 1aterial could send you into the poorhouse in a year! 



Miscellanea 

A number of interesting books of note have been added to the UFOROM 
library, among them: Angels and Aliens by Keith Thompson (1991); UFOs Over 

Canada by John Robert Colombo (1991); The Algonquin Experiments by James 
Penman Rae (1978); UFO Report 1992 edited by Timothy Good (1991); and 
Things That Go Bump in the Night by Emily Peach (1991). 

Colombo's latest tome is a collection of anecdotal accounts, all in 
the first person, of UFO sightings in Canada over two centuries. The lack 
of the investigation reports of the cases gives it more of a folkloric 
approach to the subject rather than an overview such as the earlier UFO 
Sightings, Landings, Abductions by Yurko Bondarchuk. Nevertheless, it 
provides a refreshing viewpoint of the witnesses' own interpretations of 
their experiences, and is a worthwhile read. 

On a different topic, it looks like the infamous Carp UFO 
crash/retrieval is not quite dead. Len Stringfield included comments about 
the matter by Clive Nadin, Christian Page and myself in his latest Status 
Report. I continue to get the latest ravings from its originator(s), 
including ramblings about Red China taking over the world and how the 
Brotherhood will protect the Holy Grail and save us from the aliens. The 
accompanyihg photos are mostly blurry, though one shows a·guy in a bad 
alien mask. Sad, sad. We have been able to show that the packages are 
mailed from Ottawa/Hull, so the suspicion falls on UFO buffs in that area. 

=====================�=====================�=============�==========--====== 

A special note to Canadian readers: it's time once again for the 
annual Canadian UFO Survey! Send just your report data to the address 
below for inclusion in the yearly case roundup. And while you're at it, 
some of you (Americans included here!) have not provided details of UGMs 
and crop circles for the annual NAICCR report. Tsk. They're waiting for 
you! 

Thanks to all who provide data or otherwise contribute to the 
information exchange in ufology, cerealogy or forteana. You are the reason 
progress continues to be made in these fields! 

=============�=====�=��====�======�=�=�==�=���=�====�===�===��====��=���--� 
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